
SINGLE SALES
Ideal for tracking and reconciling individual sales.

HOW IT WORKS

     Submit a sale request with the expected number of virtual cards via API. 
 
    Submit an IssueCard call to get the virtual card(s).
 
    The transaction is considered closed when the expected number of virtual cards 
    have been issued or the dollar amount issued is greater than or equal to the single 
    sale amount. Daily Margin is calculated as the amount issued minus the single sale  
	 	 		amount	and	the	difference	is	deposited	to	your	bank	account.
  
    Once the virtual card is settled, Residual Margin is calculated as the issued amount minus 
	 	 		the	settled	amount	and	the	difference	is	deposited	to	your	bank	account.

ConnexPay links consumer sales with supplier payments to provide brokers and marketplace 
intermediaries	with	automated	reconciliation,	increased	cashflow,	and	new	revenue.	Whether	your	sales	
are with an individual or a group of individuals, your payments are processed with the same seamless 
matching and automation. 
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ConnexPay maintains an available group balance for each group sale that automatically adjusts with every 
sale, void, return, or partial return. Make an API call at any time to retrieve the up-to-date group balance!
 
If a sale request for a closed group is issued, the request will error. Any new sales will need to be assigned 
to a new GroupID.

GROUP SALES
Ideal for tracking and reconciling sales for a group of consumers through the unique GroupID. 

HOW IT WORKS

     Submit both the GroupID and the expected number of virtual cards via API. 
    Add sales to the GroupID until the sale is complete. 
 
	 	 		When	ready	to	process	the	group	payment,	submit	an	IssueCard	call	
    to get the virtual card(s).
 
    The group is considered closed when the expected number of virtual cards have been 
    issued or at any time per your request. Daily Margin is calculated as the amount issued   
	 	 		minus	the	group	sale	amount	and	the	difference	is	deposited	to	your	bank	account.

    Once the virtual card is settled, Residual Margin is calculated as the issued amount 
	 	 		minus	the	settled	amount	and	the	difference	is	deposited	to	your	bank	account.	
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AUTOMATED RECONCILIATION
Whether	tracking	one	individual	sale	or	a	group	of	payments,	
ConnexPay reporting shows exactly where every penny was spent.

SEE HOW CONNEXPAY IS TRANFORMING PAYMENT ACCEPTANCE & ISSUANCE AT
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